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ABSTRACT

Various theoretical and applied network theory approaches for assessing
the reliability of water delivery systems are examined including signal flow
methodology and connectivity as well as structural integrity in a utility-type
power system network. Problems of topological and flow reliability and
associated sensitivity analyses are discussed. Various criteria are appl ied
to identify critical and structurally important components, including a method
of calculating frequency of system failure. Various concepts are illustrated

by simple examples.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of evaluating the performance'of water delivery systems in
case of emergencies can be approached 1n many di fferent ways. We present a
technique that is based on network reliability computations and associated
sensitivity analyses. Flow as well as topological reliability, as they relate
to the delivery of water, are discussed. Since in all but very simple cases
the calculation of system reliability can become cumbersome, selected
algorithms suitable for large systems are presented.

A theoretical framework for ultimate consideration of the possibility of
water network system failures was first established by review and evaluation
of various measures of structural integrity useful in the overall analysis and
synthesis of utility-type networks. The vulnerability of a utility system to
interruption and the possibility of damage to the user is of utmost concern.
Because improvements in a utility network system are costly, any design
procedu re attempt in9 to improve system performance must incl ude cost as a
constraint. But in the absence of accurate reliability figures for many of
the components of utility systems, other measures of network integrity must be
identified that provide insight into design of affordable and reliable utility
networks. It was shown that a number of measures of structural integrity that
have been useful in public utilities can be applied to water delivery systems
as well as power transmission and distribution systems, communication
networks, computer networks and transportation networks. [13]

As necessary background to the final evaluation of system failure,
various approaches to problems of connectivity were reviewed. The conclusions
of this phase of the study, beginn~ng with the definition of global node-
connectivity of a directed graph, led to an alternative approach. Signal flow
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methodology was applied to derive a convenient expression for the paths
between "sour-cats)" and "stnkts)" in a util ity-type network. Reachabil ity and
conneGtivity properties of a network were obtained directly using the minors
of a modified adjacency matrix, which can be applied to utility networks with
any number of sources and sinks. [11, 12, 13]

A component or cut-set's contribution to system failure is called its
importance.[3, 4, 5, 6, 8] Importance analysis is compatible with sensitivity
analysis and is used for identifying a system's critical, structurally
important or vulnerable elements. In this type of analysis, components are
ordered based on their relative criticality in the system. The knowledge of
this component's ranking provides a rational basis for both system design and
operation. Applying such measures, the problem of upgrading system
performance subject to cost constraints can be handled more effectively.
Inspection and maintenance of components can be performed based on their order
of criticality. One of the three importance measures presented in this
analysis can also be used to estimate the frequency of system failure. These
concepts are illustrated by means of numerical examples.
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2. RELIABILITY MODELS

The functional behavior of water delivery systems can be analyzed by
means of a network diagram or graph whose branches denote the components of
the system and ~hose nodes represent the functional relationship between these
components. The reliability of a system is defined as the probability that a
system performs adequately within a specified period of time. Based on this
definition, we consider two categories of reliability models- flow and
topological reliability-depending on whether pressure and flow rate are of
major concern or whether the mere existance of a connection represents
adequate service.

2.1 ~ reliability [1, 7, 9, 10,J

The flow reliability model assumes that the system components
(represented by branches in a graph) are of finite capacity; the flow in any
branch cannot exceed its capacity. The system is considered performing
adequately if and only if it allows a certain amount of flow to be transmitted
from source to s Inkts), Note that we have just now chosen to mention "flow"
rather than flow rate. This is not precise but helps us in visualizing the
system as a transmitter of a vital commodity.

Proceeding, we distinguish between single and mUltiple sink
reliabil t t tes ,

i) Source-to-terminal flow reliability RlCf> is the probability that a
certain amount of flow "f" can be transmitted from a specified node to another
specified node (sink or terminal) during a specified time period.
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ii} Source-to-k-term1nal flow reliability Rk(f} is the probability that
a certain amount of flow can be transmitted from a certain node (source) to k-
specified nodes (sinks or terminals) during a specified time period.

It shoul d be noted that Rl (f) is a special case of Rk(f} with k=l. On
other hand, an Rl(f) evaluation can be used to find Rk(f) with a simple
manipulation of the network to be analyzed. This is shown in Figure Cl.b).
An example will be presented to illustrate means of evaluating Rl(f) and
Rk(f).

2.2 Topological reliability [2, 7, 14]

The topological reliability analysis assumes that the system is
represented by a probabilistic graph and the system is considered performing
adequately if and only if there exists a path from the source node to the
terminal node. The analysis is mainly considered with the enumeration of
paths in the graph. This model assumes the mere fact of remaining connected
to the system to be adequate for successful operation.

It should be noticed that the topological reliability of a system can be
obtained from its flow reliability by either assuming that the capacities of
all components are infinite, or equ tva lerrt Iy, that the flow demand is very
small. In the following analysis we concentrate on the flow reliability model
because of its more general nature.
Example 1:

Given the network shown in Figure 1, we wish to find the flow reliability
RJ(f) between nodes 1,4. Flow "f" can assume any of the values: 5,10,15,
20. Component relfab111ties and capacities are shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

Data for Example1

canponent i rel, iabil i ty (p) capacity

1 .9 15

2 .9 5

3 .8 5

4 .7 10
5 .8 15

Solution:
To find R1Cf) with, say f=lO, we have to find a procedure that finds the
"f+cu t s". i.e. the branches whose removal causes the network to be unable to
transmit f-units of flow between source and sink. For such a simple system
these cuts can be found by inspection. For other values of flow, we can
proceed in a similar manner.

Table ·2·

The f-cuts for Example1

f first order cuts second order cuts

10 (1) (4,5), (3,4), (2,4)
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The expression for Rl (10) can be fourrl based on the ment Ionsd cuts.

With qi = 1 - Pi

Rl (10):: 1.0 - (ql + Ci4 ·q5·PI + q3'~ ·Pr·Ps+Q2·CI4·Pr·Ps .P3)

Substituting numerical values for the components' reliabilities, one

can cocain Rl (10) as

Rl(10)= 1-.21448 = .78552

Repeating the same procedure for £=5,15,20, one obtains the relation

between R1(f) and 'f', shown in Figure 2:

Notice that Rl <f) approaches a constant val ue for small "f", This val ue

is the topological reliability of the system. In other words, we can obtain

the topological reliability of a certain system from its flow reliability with

"f " very small. From such a plot, a system designer can define "flow

threshol d" and "excess capacity" allowed 1n the system. The flow threshol dis

to be taken equal to the flow corresponding to a certain specified value of

flow reliability under which the system is considered critical. The excess

capacity is the difference between the actual and the threshold flow. It is

clear that the reliability expression obtained is a function of: a) the

components' rel iabll ities, b) the components' capacities, c) the topology of

the network, d) the flow demand.

It is worthwhile mentioning that the dotted 1 ine represents the

performance of a single component that could replace the system under

investigation. Its reliability is equal to system topological reliability and

its capacity is equal to maximum flow that the system can handle.
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3. MEASURES OF IMPORTANCE OF A COMPONENT

Given a closed form expression for system probability of failure ~
Q= 1 - R, one can proceed to evaluate the relative importance of system
components. R can be the topological or flow reliability of the system
(single or mu lt t ter-m ina l), Three different measures using concepts of
sensitivity will be explored next.

3.1 Structural importance measure, lSI [3, 4, 5, 6J
Let Pr (event i) denote the probability of occurrence of event i. Let Pr

<component j fa 11ed)= qj. Defi ne the importance of component j in terms of
its structural significance for the system as

1ST': ~Q 1.rT.
J I(1':1J = ~R ~Pj

Buzacott has shown that
1STj= Pr{system fa11ure; given that component j has fai1ed) - PrCsystem

failure; given that component j operates).
The latter form is suitable for iterative computations. This measure is
sometimes called probability of boundary conditions. For the system of
Example 1 we get, for example

1STl(l~) = 1- (~·qs + Q3·'4·Ps + q2·~ .PS·P3)

= .872800

For practical systems. this measure appears not to be adequate for component
ranking. So, other measures need to be used besides the structural importance
measure.
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3.2 Criticality Importance Measure, ICR [3, 6]
This measure is defined as

ICRj = (3Q/Clqj) 'qj / Q= 1STj • qj / Q

The computation of this factor depends on 1ST as it appears in earlier
equations. It is a per-unit or relative sensitivity. ICR considers the fact
that it is more difficult to increase the reliability of a reliable component
than to increase the reliability of a less reliable one. For example:

lCR1(lO) = (ql-ql·q4QS-Ql· q3·Q4·PS-ql ·Q2·Q4·PS· P3)/
(ql + Q4·QS·Pl + q3oQ4°Pl' Ps + Q2oQ4·PloPsoP3)= 0406938

3.3 Fussel-¥esely measure, lFV [3, 6]
A component in a system can be of special importance to system failure by

appearing in cut-sets more frequently than other components. A measure to take
care of those appearances can be useful. This is the Fussel-Vesely measure of
component j and is defined by:

*lFVj= Q / Q

*where Q is Pr (system failure based on cuts c1' i is an element of Lj) and lj
is the set of cuts containing component j.

In our example

IFV1(10)=ql!Cql + Q4·QS·Pl + Q3·Q4·Pl·PS + q2.Q4'Pl.PS.P3) = .46624
"The importance rankings produced by the Fussel-Vesely method relate closely to
the criticality importance and produce the same rankings and almost the same
numberso" [6] Based on this fact we will compute only ICR and 1ST for all
system components as shown in Section 5.
3.4 A ~ Qfi measures Qf importance

Plots of 1ST and ICR measures vs, sma 11 changes in ind ivi dua 1 component
reliability demonstrate the relative importance of a certain component in the
system as shown in Figures 3, 4. It should be noted that even with those
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changes in the estimate of a component's probability of failure_ the ordering
remains the same within the range of changes considered. Applying the same
procedure at different flow levels, one can detect critical components at
different "loading conditions" of the network.
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4. GENERATION OF SYSTEM RELIABILITY EXPRESSIONS

In the previous discussion we considered a very simple network. For
networks of realistic size, we need a clearly defined procedure to compute the
system's flow or topological reliabilities. Some suitable techniques are
mentioned next.

4.1 flQx reliability ~ Aggarwal §1 ~ [1]
Aggarwal's method solves three SUbproblems: Finding the minimal paths from

a connection matrix. determination of "val id groups" from these paths, and
finally derivation of the reliability expression.

Some of the assumptions used are: node capacity is infinite, no node
failure is to be considered. a component can be either in an "On" or "Off"
state and neither self loops nor cycles are allowed in the network.

The capacity of a path is taken as the minimum of all capacities of its
branch segments. A path is considered a "val id group" if, and only if, its
capacity is greater than or equal to the amount of flow transmitted. A
combination of invalid groups can constitute a valid group if the sum of their
capacities can allow this amount of flow to be transmitted. If there is a
common branch between these invalid groups, then the capacity of the
combination is taken as the capacity of this common branch. Based on these
valid groups, a closed form expression can be obtained. The entire procedure
is performed through matrix manipulation techniques.

4.2 ~ reliability ~ Lar~-RQsanQ [9]
The reliability expression is formulated by finding what are called f-

cuts. These are the cuts whose removal prevent flow "f'" to be transm itted
from source to sink. When these cuts are removed from the network. it will
not be capable of transmitting a flow of f-units.
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If the set of f-cuts is found, then an inclusion-exclusion formula can be
applied to get the flow reliability expression.

The method of generat ing the f-cuts depends on sol vi ng an inequa 1 ity 1n
binary variables which can assume only two states 1 or O. This is called a
pseudo boolean inequality and can be solved by the boolean absorption rule.
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4.3 flQx reliability ~ ~ [10]

The paper presents a method for evaluating reliability of a flow network
using the concept of lexicographic ordering. The interested reader can
consult reference [10] for a definition and examples regarding this type of
ordering. The assumptions used are: all branches are directed, each branch
has a finite capacity and is either functioning or has failed, the flow is
conserved at each node and the network is reliable if, and only if, a certain
amount of flow can be transmitted from source to terminal node. The algorithm
which is based primarly on the lexicographic property, finds at each iteration
a set of valid states, determines the corresponding probability and then
updates the reJiabil +ty index.

The three methods mentioned above were developed for computing flow
reliability. Next we will mention some of the algorithms used for topological
reliability calculation. Since the literature in this area is vast, no
attempt is made to present an exhaustive list.

4.4 !!.A unified formula" ill computing topological reliability [11]

This approach considers that both branches and nodes in a directed graph
are subject to failures. The method can handle different reliability
problems such as source to terminal, source to k-terminals, between two nodes
and between all node pairs.

Satyanarayana has shown that a source to k-terminals formula can be used
to calculate all the mentioned reliabilit1es. Certain modifications are
needed to the graph representing our network.

4.5 A methQC fQL cQmputing system topQ]ogical reliability ~ Kim ~ ~ [7J
The paper presents a computat iona 1 techn 1que that is composed of th ree

phases. Phase 1 involves the reduction of all series, parallel, and series-
17



parallel subsystems into an irreducible non-series parallel system. In Phase
2, the set of all minimal paths from source to sink are enumerated. In Phase
3,. the system re11 ab ility is computed based on the informat ion computed in
Phase 2 and the application of an operator [ J * that removes all the
duplication of the probability of success for a given component.

4.6 A technique f2L computing network reliability Qy Ahmad [2]
In this work, the reliability expression is found in three steps. The

first step involves the construction of a tree. The second step is the
calculation of the reliability expression of each branch in the tree by
following certain rules. The third step is finding the reliability expression
of the network by taking the direct sum of the reliabilities of the branches.
The method is suitable for hand computations for moderate size networks.

18



5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Importance measures
Consider the system shown in Figure l.a. From the reliability expression

obtained in Example 1 and the definitions of importance measures, a computer
program suitable for desk top computers was developed. The results obtained
are shown in Table 3 for f=10.

Table 3
Importance measures for flow 1£1=10

Canponent #: ]mportance measure Rank

1ST ICR 1ST ICR

1 .87280 .40694 1 2

2 .17280 .08567 5 5

3 .19440 .18128 3 3

4 .3816'3 .53376 2 1

5 .19440 .18128 3 3

0(10)=.21448 or R(10) = .78552

From Table (3) we conclude that 1 and 4 are two important components in the
system. From Figures 5 an d 6 1tis seen that any increase in probab 11 ity of
failure of either components 1 or 4 will produce the largest increase in
probability of system failure.
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Component (4) is less reliable than component (1), 50 any relative change
in its probability of failure will affect the relative change in the system
overall probability of failure more than component (1). This is clear from
Figure 6. We would, therefore, consider the ICR ranking more appropriate for
our needs and component (4) the most critical. Component (2) is the least
critical to system failure probability as seen from Table 3 and Figures 5,6.
It should appear last in any budget allocation for component hardening.
Notice that the importance analysis was carried out at only one flow level,
namely 10 units. For a more thorough insight to the system performance, the
analysis should cover a range of normal flow levels. This is simply done by

changing the reliability expression in the computer program or writing
different subroutines for different flow levels. The results in our case are
shown in the Appendix.

5.2 FreQuency Qf system failure [3,5J
If a water delivery system can be said to be in an up or down state, then

the mean cycle time T is given by:
T= u + d

where u is the mean up time and d 1s the mean down time.
The system failure frequency is given by:

Fq = liT

The calculation of Fq can be based on different methods. One of these is
based on the st ructu ra1 importance factor. Th isis somet imes ca 11ed
"probabil ity of boundary conditions". For systems of independent repairable
components the failure frequency can be shown to be:

Fq = Rfqi.ISTi
i

20
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where fqi and 15T1 are the failure frequency and structural importance factor
of the 1-th component respectively. A better understanding of the above
formula comes from observing that 15Ti is nothing but the availability of the
1-th component. For more explanation and details about the last point,
consult reference [4J.

The above technique is simple and straightforward if a closed form
reliability expression exists. As an application, let us compute the
frequency of system failure shown in Example 1. Assume the failure frequency
of the different components is as follows:

Table 4
Frequency of failure of components in Example 1

Component 1 FreQuency Qf failure fqi
1 .1
2 .1

3 .12
4 .15

5 .12

Then Fq= .20846 occurrences/unit time
This value is calculated at a normal flow f=10.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Flow and topological reliability models, as applied to water delivery
systems, are presented. System performance in case of component failures is
better understood through the application of probabilistic approaches, such as
the flow reliability model. The parameters that affect the flow reliability
are shown to be: the components' rel iabl1ities, the components' capacities,
the topology of the network and the flow demand. The model presented allows
the system des igner to spec ify "flow th reshol d" and "excess capa city"
permitted in the system. The discrete nature of the relation between the flow
demand and the reliability of the system is shown in Figure 3.

Importance analysis is an efficient technique for system design and
operat ion. System opt im izat ion, inspect ion and gene rat ion of rnaintenance
schedules can be based on component's rank. In case of emergencies. the
knowledge of system component's relative criticality helps making rational
decisions regarding the allocation of material, labor and time for repairing
different failed components. Three measures of importance are presented. The
ranking of different components is best based on the criticality importance
measure.

A simple method for estimating the frequency of system failure is
discussed. The procedure is explained through the appl ication of a simple
example. For moderate size systems the analysis is suitable for desk top
computers.

Acknowledgment:
We are grateful to Dennis Brehm for his stimulating discussions and

he1pfu1 comments.
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Notation

d mean down time
f flow in the network (in flow units)
f-cuts the set of minimal cuts that allow f-units of flow to be

transmitted from source to sink
i-th component frequency of failure
system frequency of failure

a graph that represents the functional behavior of a water
del ivery system
j-th component structural importance measure
j-th component criticality importance measure
j-th component reliability
j-th component probability of failure
system probability of failure

R system reliability in general
RHf) system source to single terminal flow reliability

system source to k-terminals flow reliabilityRk(f)

T mean cycle time
u mean up time

indicates a small change in the quantity that follows it

25



APPENDIX

As mentioned before, we need to compute the relative importance measures
at different flow levels. The following Tables show the different
components' ranking at different flow levels.

Table 5a
Importance measures for f10\ol'f'=5

Canponent i Dnportance measure Rank

1ST 1CR 1ST 1CR

1 .066400 .101467 4 5
2 .086400 .1321029 3 3
3 .034200 .104523 5 4
4 .172830 .792176 2 1
5 .253200 .764673 1 2

Q(5)= .106544 or R(5)= .93456

Table 5b

Canponent i

Importance measures for flow' f'=15
Dmportance measure

1ST 1CR 1ST 1CR

1 .448000 .0756710 4 4

2 .00310010 .100101000 5 5
3 .504000 .168901 2 2
4 .57610010 .289544 1 1
5 .5041000 .168901 2 2

Q(15)s .596800 or R(15)= .403233

26



Table 6

Importance maasures for flow' f'''20'

Canponent i Dnportance measure Rank

IST ICR IST ICR

1 .40'320'0' .g63284 4 4

2 .40'320'0' .0'63284 4 4

3 .45360'0' .142391 2 2

4 .51840'0' .2440'98 1 1

5 .45360'0' .142391 2 2

Q(20')" .637120 or R(20)" .362880'

As seen from the above Tables the relative importance of different system
components changes with the change of flow. This immediately raises the
question "what is the proper way of ranking the system components at all
flows?"

One method is by assigning probabilities of occurrence of different flow
levels and then computing the expected values of importance measures, using
the following equation;

where Xj(f) is either the structural importance measure or the critical ity
measure for component j at flow level ff' and P(f) is the probability of
occurrence of flow 'f'.

27



As an example let us assume the probability of occurrence of different flows
is as foll ows:

Table 7
Probabilities of occurrence of different flow levels

Flow' fl P(f)
5

10
15
20'

25

.HJ

.50

.22

.15

.0'3

The computed structural and criticality linportance measures are
shown in Table(S) •

Table 8
Dnportance measures for all flows

Canponent *' Dnportance measure Rank
1ST 1CR 1ST ICR

1 .6020'81 .239756 1 2
2 .155520' .0'65531 5 5

3 .279540 .159607 4 4
4 .412560' .446410 2 1

5 .301140 .225622 3 3
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